Improving Performance through Superior
Innovative Antenna Technologies

SmartWave Tactical Solutions
INTRODUCTION:
Cell phones have evolved into smart devices and it is these smart devices that
have become such a dangerous weapon of choice for terrorist groups around the
world. This low cost and easily attainable weapon has become a formidable
threat.

SMARTWAVE TACTICAL SOLUTIONS:
WIG has developed a technology that can now turn this weapon of choice
against its user. This technology effectively arms Small Drones with top down
jamming capabilities, providing a top down area coverage shield that prohibits
the activation of bombs and/or IED's via cell phone and/or smart devices.
SmartWave Tactical Solution is truly a soldier’s new best friend.

SPOTLIGHT FEATURES:
 Local over head top down Jamming & cell site emulation.
 Elimination of IED threats through call intercepts.
 Cellular Direction Finding with GPS.
 Text & Voice Intercept.
 Cellular ID Threat Analysis / Friend or Foe.
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SOLDIERS:
Force Multipliers: a.k.a. Tactical Advantages.
1. SUHD video in visor:
a. Phase I: Displays JP-TDS tactical data
 Range / Bearing to Cell Phone
 Multi-Spectral images from the drone(s) IR,
UV, Visible
 Range / Bearing to other teams (Friend /
Foe) in the area
 Provides up/downlinks to operation command & control
b. Phase II: Displays JP-TDS expanded tactical data.
 Gun sights fitted with configurable standard sight and or Multi-spectral imaging.
 When gun sights are fitted with multi-spectral imaging, helmet visor can be used to see
through gun sights. Reach around obstruction with gun to target enemies while in cover
position.
 Gun sight images can be uplinked to operations control for real time threat assessment.
2. Soldier vitals monitoring
3. Modular multi spectral site system can be mounted on top of helmet or gun.
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DRONE OVER-WATCH:
1. Provides human guided Over-Watch from Operations command.
2. Provides Cell Site Call Intercept.
3. Able to identify Cells which directly precede enemy gunfire or IED
detonation as Foe.
4. Provides video to operations command and boots on the ground.
5. Laser range finder to determine GPS corrected position for fast
movers overhead.
6. With two or more drones can pin point enemy cell user. With 6
drones over determined position
7. Can be fitted with grenade kicker for flyby through the window launch

LARGE COMMUNICATIONS DRONE OVERHEAD:
1. Provides data links to many small drones: Provides JP-TDS links between small drones and
Operations Command.
2. Provides link between Command Operations and Satellites above.
3. Provides HF, VHF, UHF Direction Finding. Can find friends and foes while also performing
simultaneous air support with GPS guided munitions.
4. Offload drones compute needs to keep the drones small.
5. Provide cell-site compute needs for call monitoring and intercept.
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SATELLITE:
1. Data Link to on shore / off shore command and
control. World- wide JP-TDS.
2. Pass targeting data to US Navy for cruise missile
targeting.

OPERATIONAL COMMAND CENTER:
1. Expands the current threat assessment capabilities
with soldier provided multi spectral video intel.
2. Expands the current threat assessment capabilities with close proximity small Over-Watch Drones
multi spectral video intel.
3. Expands the capabilities in the identification of Friend & Foe.
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EXPANDING UPON THE INTELLIGENCE THAT CAN BE GATHERED:
1. Cell phones are the perfect weapon against its user.
2. They provide imagery of your face which phone
companies gather and keep.
3. Once you use the phone it takes a clandestine
picture on every call.
4. Data is compared to other images and if no match is
found on current image a new face is added
database.
5. This is what the NSA does with our phones today.
6. The NSA also records proximal data when two or more phones are in close proximity.
7. Voice samples and voice to text data is also routinely taken down from all you calls.
8. The military already uses much of this technology and so the segment which they don't have is the
small Drone and the top down jamming capability to provide a top down area shield to prohibit cell
phone activated bombs.
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Urban Warfare DOS
Cellular Intelligence &
Communications System
with Cellular Direction
Finding Capabilities.
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SmartWave Tactical Solutions

WIG’S PROPOSAL:
1. Create aerial mobile cell sites to monitor cellular activity in combat zones.
2. Integrate Direction Finding / Ranging of a Cellular Phone, two drones.
3. Integrate Cell Site Intel into tactical data systems, ESN, IMEI, MEID.
4. Integrate top down cell jammer .69-5.90 Ghz
5. Integrate multi spectral video system, IR, UV, Visible.
6. Integrate laser range finder.
7. Integrate data link to soldiers in theatre.
8. Integrate communications link between soldiers & operations.
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1. CREATE AERIAL MOBILE CELL SITES TO MONITOR CELLULAR ACTIVITY IN
COMBAT ZONES.


Relatively small drones can carry wide band relatively small antennas approximately 6"
in diameter that can cover a wide number of cell phone frequencies. Urban insurgents
typically use cell phones for spreading the messages of attack or detonation of IED's.
The same antenna that is used for reconnaissance can also be used for denial of service
using an antenna that covers the soldiers. The antenna should have a down angle that
covers a area which depends upon the angle of the antenna beam and height of the
drone.



The intelligence gathered from a Cell activation and an IED explosion or gun fire can
tentatively set Friend or Foe. Depending upon the interval of cell activation and the
report of munitions.



It will also be possible to record all audio and text messages sent to or from the cell
device.
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2. INTEGRATE DIRECTION FINDING / RANGING OF A CELLULAR PHONE,
TWO DRONES.


Using triangulation of 2 or more drones it will be possible to overlap signal areas of two
or more drones to triangulate the cell phone using on board GPS. This information will
give ground operators and command & control the opportunity to target the cell phone
with fast movers or boots on the ground.



It might also be possible to create a drone with a camera that can be guided to a
window to mechanically kick in a grenade and neutralize the threat during a fast fly by.
With a laser range finder on an attack drone a specific GPS location of the window can
be extracted at a safe distance and the attack fly by can then executed from the best
cover.
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3. INTEGRATE CELL SITE INTEL INTO TACTICAL DATA SYSTEMS,
ESN, IMEI, MEID:


Because of distance to a cell tower a drone equipped to respond to a cell tower
acknowledge response the drone can steal the cell signal which can be misdirected to
stop an IED device or a command to fire. This can identify both cellular devices and
allow this data to be classified as necessary.



Additionally, name lookups from cell phone carriers can be used to identify the phones
user.



Using a fleet of drones a high value target can be quickly discovered sweeping across an
identified area of last known cellular positions.
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4. INTEGRATE TOP DOWN CELL JAMMER .69-5.90 GHZ:


Local area jammers are optimal for small area denial of service, DOS. Depending upon
the height of the drone or the angle of the main antenna lobe the umbrella of DOS can
cover a convoy as it moves through a given area.



Additionally having two drones for direction finding, DF and triangulation the IED
operator can be pin pointed. After a convoy passes that area a recording of the IED
signal can be recorded / repeated after the convoy has already pass the IED location.
This yields a very confusing idea to the IED operator. Was it an equipment malfunction
or something else? The randomness of the IED playback timing must be considered to
ensure it looks like a cell phone company issue.
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5. INTEGRATE MULTI SPECTRAL VIDEO SYSTEM, IR, UV, VISIBLE:


Multi-spectral visualization can be sent to the command and control and also be used by
operators on the ground to look at places to dangerous to get close to. This intelligence
is not passed to boots on the ground but could be invaluable under certain
circumstances.



The addition of THZ short distance system could be used to fly over mobs to see if
demonstrations are peaceful or if combatants are carrying weapons underneath their
clothes.

6. INTEGRATE LASER RANGE FINDER:


The addition of a laser range finder may prove useful if only one drone is deployed. GPS
& a laser range finder could provide accurate GPS coordinates to command and control
or boots on the ground.
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7. INTEGRATE DATA LINK TO SOLDIERS BELOW:


If the soldiers are integrated into the tactical data systems sharing data from the drone
and visual messages can be sent to the boots on the ground avoiding any audio which
an enemy might hear if they are in close proximity.



Additionally, what the operators see can be relayed back to operations for analysis.



Using a recording camera system for each operator a play back of a given segment of
time can be used to analyze the period in question.



Lastly, the operator’s vitals can be monitored to aid in detecting injury of any of the
operators.
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8. INTEGRATE COMMUNICATIONS LINK BETWEEN SOLDIERS & OPERATIONS:


Using the drones / micro meshed network for clandestine communications, it would be
possible to establish a networked link to operations which is listening to events as they
occur. The response time can diminished as a direct link to aircraft above can be directly
controlled by the tactical officer or field officer or his designated representative can
issue weapons free command to a given GPS location especially in operations dealing
with danger close proximities. The least delay in weapons free commands can then be
accurately coordinated with the designated commanding representative.
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OVERVIEW SNAP SHOT:


Hybrid gas / electric drone to increase flight time.



Multi-Spectral Camera. Single lens multiple sensor.



Cell antenna and cellular emulator. Data link to operations and tactical cell site
functionality off loaded operations tactical data systems.



Tactical Data Systems Antenna and communication system using high speed meshed
networking to predator like communication drone(s) high in the sky.



GPS systems, processing of triangulation data off loaded to operations tactical data
systems to aid in reducing overall drone weight and decreasing single points of failure.
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